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The Enchantment of Landscape

Lee Saloutos

Lee Saloutos Dawn Black Rock Desert NV #2 2000 Archival digital pigment print 20x60

A Virtual Solo Exhibition
Under The Spell Of Nevada's Great Basin
To many people the Nevadan landscape is sparse, empty, unwelcoming. The photographer Lee
Saloutos disagrees. Nevada is like no other state. “It is the most mountainous of the lower 48,
and the color palette is unique in the West.” He adds, “It’s not Utah, not Arizona, not Wyoming,
not New Mexico.”
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Lee Saloutos Thunderstorm Black Rock Desert NV #7 2012 Archival digital pigment print 20x60

What attracted Saloutos to Black Rock and Smoke Creek were their "extremes of scale,
isolation, spareness, desolation (that sounds pejorative but it's not), quiet, size of sky, visibility,"
notes Saloutos. "The landscape is always remarkable." Almost all the precipitation that the Black
Rock and Smoke Creek playas see falls in the winter, either as rain or snow. Temperature swings
can be extreme. Lows in winter can be in the teens and highs in the summer can be around 100.
The diurnal temperature swing in summer can be 35-40 degrees. It is quite arid, and can be very
windy. "The entire feel of the landscape changes, literally and ﬁguratively," he explains. "It can be
felt as ominous or beautiful."

Lee Saloutos Transient Ocean Black Rock Desert NV #33 2017 Archival digital pigment print 20 x 60

All of Saloutos’s photographs are records of the landscape, but they are not postcard shots. He
prefers unknown or anonymous locations, where mystery may overtake reality.

Lee Saloutos Black Rock Desert NV #2 2008 Archival digital pigment print 20x60
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Saloutos’s photographs offer realistic views of Black Rock and Smoke Creek, but also the
mysteries the desert keeps secret. His camera captures both and his photos reveal them.
--Karen Chambers

Click To View Virtual Solo Exhibition:

https://ktcaffiliatedartists.com/exhibitions/61-under-the-spell-of-nevadas-great-basinphotographs-by-lee-saloutos/

News
Robert Mango

Rob Mango Beckoning Deﬁance1994 Oil on canvas 46x84

Spiva Center For The Arts
Joplin MO
July 30 - October 29 2022
Rhapsody:
The Urban Fantasy Paintings of Robert Mango
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Opening reception: Friday July 29 2022 | 5:30-7:30pm
For the artist Rob Mango, the city is a dream theater, the setting for an epic drama played out across
space and time. The city is New York, with its familiar landmarks, but a fantastic Gotham populated
by ﬁerce and beautiful ﬁgures, imposing enough to rival the towers around them. These personages,
from many epochs and cultures, seem to have emerged from an elevated realm where gods,
warriors, and a panoply of mythic characters coexist.

Click For More Information:

https://ktcaffiliatedartists.com/exhibitions/61-under-the-spell-of-nevadas-great-basinphotographs-by-lee-saloutos/

KTC Afﬁliated Artists, a division of Kathrine T. Carter & Associates, is a ﬁne arts digital marketing
company that creates possibilities for contemporary artists. Utilizing online marketing strategies,
KTC Afﬁliated Artists curates and promotes artists' careers, events and exhibitions. This
program is designed to enhance our clients’ online presence, to showcase their artwork to
galleries, consultants, collectors, curators, scholars, architects and designers world-wide, and
as an effective marketing and promotional tool to support scheduled exhibitions in the non-proﬁt
and commercial sectors nationally.
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